SMI can be accessed two ways:
- Enter MSC from the front (see below), and walk *all the way* to the back of the building on Linden Drive, or
- Enter the parking lot (21) just off Linden Drive, and bearing left, proceed directly through the door facing you (as shown).

Either way, you will see a staircase by the doors, and an elevator behind it. Take either to the third floor; the lecture room *331 SMI* is just around the corner.

**Directions to my office (1582 MSC):**
Enter MSC from the front, as shown. Some of the offices in the Dept of Statistics are in a large area to your *immediate right*, behind a large glass pane. Enter, and keep right. When you reach a wall, turn left, then a quick right, and you will see a back door. Exit and turn left; my office is two doors down.